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What began as commitment to inspire has blossomed into an institution
where research, service, and global discovery reign supreme.
And that’s only the beginning.
Let me tell you a little about our school.
Welcome to the University of Georgia.

Together, we ignite a fire in the hearts of each person we encounter
and awaken possibility.
We are woven together in love
and huddled in humility.

We are a group that perseveres.

We are visionaries, engineers, and scientists.
We are writers, doctors, and business tacticians.
We are teachers, and lawyers, and leaders
We are dreamers and healers and feelers and thrill-seekers, but most of all,
we are students and professors
--one team-people that are here changing the world-that exist solely for your growth and development.

And that’s more than just our mission.
It’s our personal commitment to you,
our vision for each other.
To not only find what you love,
but who you love.
To not just find your home here, but to guide you to that next step:

your profession--a career.

We’re the community that will help you get there.
And where will you find us?
Well...we’re here, we’re there, we’re everywhere.
A global family.
A network that stretches across nations.
You want numbers? Here’s one: 92,746. But that’s just any given Saturday.
Or how ‘bout this: representatives from over 125 nations, expanding throughout 39,000 acres, with over 805 professors, in
a world filled with more than 300,000 living alumni, and over 230 years of excellence.
You see, it’s much bigger than the Bulldog Nation.
It’s a global movement.

That’s what you get when you commit to each other. Commit to Greatness. Commit to the G.

Welcome to the Birthplace of Public Higher Education

Filled with history: red clay, bricks, and cobblestone--thriving in the heart of the south.
A city that can be summed up as simply...Classic.
You see, this is where the dreams of greater education became a reality, and we’ve got the experience to back us up.
So, upon each and every new beginning, let us be your launching pad.

Welcome to your own Music City. R.E.M., the B52s…
John Mayer all the way to Taylor Swift.
And don’t even get us started on the food...

Welcome to a fault-line of seismic-level awesomeness.
The epicenter of the focused and detail-driven youth. Some of the very best at what we do.

Welcome to an earth-shattering experience.
A weathered institution, that celebrates the true grit of its students.

A school that has well endured the test of time.

Welcome to difficulties faced and triumphs made
An uphill both ways, ball out, all in, blood-sweat-and-tears, all-on-the-line type of grind

Through hardship we lean on our 3 pillars.
For us it’s the only way.
The right way.
The Georgia Way.

Our home is a walk down Milledge, a picnic on North Campus, a dip in the fountain.
It is the ringing of the chapel bell, a Saturday between the hedges,
and a new adventure just waiting around the corner.
In truth, it’s a place where all your friends are just down the street.

But there’s still something here that words can’t quite describe.
Those little moments with friends, with professors, with this city-Those are the times when we’ve felt the most alive.

We are many and yet we are one
We are more than a school
We’re a home-- a family
We are innumerable possibilities and immeasurable heart
We are the effortlessly beautiful
The ever-dreaming, ever-creating, and ever-seeking
We are... the University of Georgia

